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Nowadays human beings are more prone to metabolic 
disorders due to their faulty dietary habits and life 
style. Vatarakta, an unique Vatavyadhi is one among 
such metabolic disorders. It is caused due to vitiation 
of Vata as well as Rakta. The Vitiated Vata becomes 
Aavruta    with    vitiated    Raktadhatu.    Vriddhi    and 
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obstructed Vata inturn vitiates the whole Rakta and 
manifests as Vatarakta. It is characterised by severe 
pain, tenderness, inflammation and burning sensation 
in the affected joints. It is of two types i.e., Uthana 
and Gambhira. The Gambhira Vatarakta mainly 
affects Asthidhatu and causes Ruja which spreads as 
Aakhorvisha (rat poison). The clinical features are in 
accordance with Gout of modern medicine. Gout, 
“king of diseases” is a painful metabolic disorder 
causes inflammation and the deposition of uric acid in 
the cartilage of the joints, particularly the big toe 
(approximately 75 percent of first attacks). However; 
it affects other joints such as the ankle, heel, hip, 
knee, wrist, elbow, fingers and spine. In some cases, 
the pain in the joints of small toes which became 
immobile due to impact of injury in early life causes 
poor blood circulation that leads to complications. 
Considering the severity of the disease and necessity 
of its treatment, an attempt for facilitating further 
Clinical and Pharmaceutical Researches for 
A B S T R A C T  
Vatarakta is a Vatapradhana Tridoshaja Vyadhi  where Raakt is main Dushya. It is described under 
Vatavyadhi Chikitsa in Sushruta while Charaka has emphasised it in a separate chapter for Vatarakta 
after Vatavyadhi Chikitsa. It is a chronic and complex metabolic disorder of musculoskeletal system 
and characterised by severe pain, tenderness, inflammation and burning sensation in the affected 
joints. Vatarakta is an illness where in both Vata and Rakta are afflicted by distinct causative factors. 
The etiology, pathology and clinical features of Gouty Arthritis  are quite similar to that of Vatarakta. 
Rapid modernization, Junk food culture, stressful life and urbanisation are the markers for prevalence 
of Vatarakta. Due to excruciating pain, inflammation, joint deformity and restricted joint movements 
with the risk of various complications like Chronic Kidney Disease and Urate Nephrolithiasis, it is 
necessary to have an overall review on all aspects of disease for treatment. Because of the morbidity, 
chronicity, incurability and complications, the management of Vatarakta is a difficult task. Hence an 
attempt has been made to focus on Shamana Aushadis  and Shodhana  procedures recommended in 
different authentic texts of Ayurveda. Evaluation of efficacy and framing certain guideline protocols for 
the budding Pharmaceutical and Clinical Researchers as a readymade reckoner are the main aim and 
objectives of this review.  
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establishing beneficial, cost effective and efficient 
therapies by availing the Herbal, Mineral and Herbo-
mineral formulations a compilation work  from the 
classical texts has been done. 
Table 1: Plants recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of 
the Drug 
Latin Name Reference Monogra
ph 








































































































































Table 2: Dhanya (food) recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of the 
drug 
Reference Monograph 
1. Yava Kaiyadeva Nigantu 
1/65, Pp-288 
API-Part 2,Pp-192 
Table 3:  Mineral preparations recommended for 
Vatarakta.  
















Table 4: Tailas recommended for Vatarakta 

















2. Dwipancha Ga.Ni, taila Not 
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CD-22/113-120, Pp- 197, 
BR
[12]
























CD-23/35-36,Pp-219 ,  
BR- 27/188-189,Pp-271,  
BBR-3
rd



















































20. Pinda Taila CD.23/42, Pp-220, Sha.Sam 
9/147, Pp- 129,Vru.Ma , 1
st
 
































































Cha.ci. 29/103-109 ,Pp-113,  
S.Y.,Pp-141               
Not 
available 
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46. Masha Taila BR-26/562-564,Pp-226 Ayurvedic  
Formulary 
of India 



















































55. Laxmi Vilas 
Tailam  
BR-101/29-36, Pp-684-685. Not 
available 





57. Ksheera Bala 
Avartana 
Taila 
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73. Brihat  
Manjistadi 
Taila 





YR. Vatarakta chi,Pp-556 Not 
available 
75. Brihat  
Marichyady
a Taila 
YR. Vatarakta chi,Pp-556 Ayurvedic  
Formulary 
of India 
76. Rasna Putika 
Taila 







Table 5: Churnas recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of the 
Drug 
Reference Monograph 

































































 vol,3410 sloka,Pp- Not 
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Churna  163 available 




















 vol,8/87-89,Pp-491 Not 
available 




14. Amrutadi Kalka BR-27/24,Pp-243 Not 
available 
15. Triphaladi Kalka BBR-2
nd








































Table 6: Kashayas recommended for Vatarakta 





CD-23/4,Pp-215 Not available 
2. Vatsadani 
Kashaya 















































BR-26/83-84,Pp-146 Not available 
10. Sampakadi 
Kashaya 















BR-27/20,Pp-241. Not available 
14. Trivrutadi 
Kwatha 
BR-27/21,Pp-242. Not available 
15. Amrutadi 
Kwatha 
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 vol,4801 sloka, 











































































 Ga.Ni.part 2, 20/31,Pp-
430 
Not available 
Table 7: Guggulu recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of the 
Drug 
Reference Monograph 
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Table 8: Vati/Gutikas recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of the 
Drug 
Reference Monograph 
















4. Brihat Shiva Ga.Ni. prayog 
khand,Gutikadikara,Pp-
Not 
Gutika 255/216-239 available 













































Table 9: Ghritas recommended for Vatarakta 























































7. Satavari  Vru.ma. 1
st
 vol, 23/40,Pp- Not 
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Gritam 371 available 






















































































































































































 vol,163 sloka,Pp-59 Not 
available 
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 vol,3488 sloka Not 
available 





























Table 10: Avalehyas recommended for Vatarakta. 
SN Name of the 
Drug 
Reference Monograph 






























































10. Methi Paka BBR-4
th



















































Table 11: Asavas  recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of the 
Drug 
Reference Monograph 
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Table 12: Rasaoushadis (Herbo-mineral drugs) 
recommended for Vatarakta 
SN Name of the drug Reference  Monograph  













4. Sudhakar Ras BR-23/15-17,Pp-89 Not 
available 
5. Chaturmukha Ras BR-26/149-155,Pp-158 Not 
available 






















9. Pittantaka Lauha BR-27/59,,Pp-252 Not 
available 






sloka , Pp-649-650 
Not 
available 








13. Sarveshwar Ras BR-27/77-82,Pp-254 Not 
available 
14. Udaya Martanda BR-31/51-52,Pp-394 Not 
Ras (M) available 

















19. Purna Chandra 
Ras 
BR-73/78-88, Pp-495 Not 
available 
20. Talakeshwar Ras BBR-2
nd












22. Ras Manikya Ras BR.54/117-123,Pp-60 API-Part 
1,Pp-407 
23. Manikya Ras BBR-4
th
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33. Tamra Parpati BBR-2
nd




34. Trinetra Ras BBR-2
nd




35. Panchamruta Ras BBR-3
rd
   vol,4291 












37. Bola Badra Ras BBR-3
rd




























































Table 13: Lepas recommended in Vatarakta 
SN Name of the 
Drug 
Reference  Monograph  




CD-23/13,Pp-216 Not available 
3. Tila Pralepa 
(with Milk) 
BR.27/38,Pp-245 Not available 
4. Baladi Pralepa BR.27/41,Pp-246 Not available 
5. Rasnadi 
Paralepa 
BR.27/43-53,Pp-247 Not available 
Panchakarma procedures recommended for 
Vatarakta 
Table 14 :  Bahirparimarjana Chikitsa 
SN Name of 
procedure  
Reference  




215 , B.P.M.K. Vatarakta chi/28, Pp-620 
2. Pariseka Cha.chi 29/42,Pp-100, 
A.S.Chi.24/16,Pp-541, CD-23/1/Pp-215, 
B.P.M.K. Vatarakta chi/28, Pp-620 
3. Parisechana Su.Sam.Chi 5/7, Pp-65 
4. Upanaha  Cha.Chi 29/42,Pp-100, A.S.Chi.24/16, 
Pp-541, CD-23/1, Pp-215 
5. Avagaha  A.S.Chi.24/16,Pp-541 
6. Alepana Cha.Chi, 29/43,Pp-100 
7. Pradeha  Su.Sam.Chi ,5/10,Pp-66 
Table 15: Abhyantara Chikitsa 
SN Name of the 
procedure 
Reference  
1. Mrudu Vamana 
(Kaphaja) 
Cha.Chi.29/46,Pp-101  




3. Astapana Basti Cha.Chi.29/43,Pp-100, CD-23/1, Pp-
215 
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4. Anuvasana Basti Cha.Chi.29/41-42,Pp-100 
5. Nasya Cha.Chi.29/91-94,Pp-111. 
Table 16: Sastra Pranidana Chikitsa recommended 
for Vatarakta 










2. Siravyadha Cha.Chi.29/35-40,Pp-99, CD-23/1, Pp-
215 
3. Prachana  Cha.Chi.29/35-40,Pp-99, CD-23/1, Pp-
215 
4. Bhedana  A.S. Chi 24/30-31,Pp-543 
CONCLUSION  
The prevalence of lifestyle disorders is rising rapidly. 
The best thing which can be done in current scenario 
is to prevent it rather than cure. Nidana 
Parivarjanameva Chikitsa. Vatarakta is a life style 
disorder of today’s world. Drugs having Vatahara and 
Raktahara properties are beneficial in Vatarakta. Vata 
and Rakta both posses opposite qualities to each 
other hence a single drug use is insignificant. So, 
formulations like Kalka (paste), Kwatha (decoction), 
Churna (powder), Vati (tablet),  Avaleha (lickables), 
Guggulu (tablet form) etc., are preferred and 
prescribed according  to necessity. Treatment of 
Gouty Arthritis includes NSAID’s and other drugs 
which are having limitations because of adverse ill 
effects. Hence, clinically effective, safer Shamana and 
Shodana Chikitsa are reviewed from various Ayurvedic 
classical texts and executed in the form of tables. 
Research is an ongoing process. To reap the huge 
benefits to mankind and to give a large scope of 
Research for future generation an attempt has been 
made to give a better option to mankind both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. Further Research 
works on these drugs is essential to enhance the 
treatment modalities of Vatarakta in Ayurveda. 
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